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Dr. Philip Jenkins is a distinguished professor of history at Baylor University.

His many books include The Next Christendom (2002); The Lost History of Christianity (2008); and Crucible of Faith: The Ancient Revolution That Made Our Modern Religious World (2017).

His most recent book is Rethinking a Nation: The United States in the 21st Century (2019).
NUMBERS 25 & STORY OF PHINEHAS
PLAGUE COTTAGE

Mary Hadfield, formerly Cooper, lived here with her two sons, Edward and Jonathan, her new husband, Alexander Hadfield and an employed hand, George Viccars.

George Viccars, the first plague victim, died on 7th September 1665.
Edward Cooper, aged 4, died on the 22nd September 1665.
Jonathan Cooper, aged 12, died on the 2nd October 1665.
Alexander Hadfield died on the 3rd August 1666.
Mary alone survived but lost 13 relatives.
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